
middle of the band the boon of a group of channels that
have been clear almost everywhere. As VCRs and satellite
TV have become more popular, this has been invaluable.
It was too sensible to last, wasn't it? Something that will go
against everything the four -channel plan stood for is to be
brought in. It will add greatly to the clutter of aerials that
even now is a far more prevalent eyesore than are satellite
dishes. It will bring with it a plethora of tuning and aerial
problems, taking us some way towards the level of
electromagnetic chaos that reigns in Italy and the USA.
And all for what? For one more channel serving perhaps
half the population. With so many people having access to
satellite and cable systems, isn't one more terrestrially
radiated channel a bit of an irrelevance? No one really
wants this channel, except maybe the advertising agencies.

In the years that I've been in this industry the picture
quality produced by colour sets has improved enormously.
Even within the limitations of the 625 -line PAL system we
can now give people lovely sharp, clear pictures. But
pulling the other way are those forces that, for one reason
or another, want us to compromise. We lost BSB, which in
Marco Polo and D -MAC had the best way of getting good -

quality pictures and clear sound into people's homes. Now
we have most satellite viewers watching the grotty, slightly
sparkly, Videocrypt-degraded pictures that £199 buys. Sad
that so many people now regard this "sub -PAL" reception
as the norm.

The introduction of Channel 5 will inevitably leave a
percentage of viewers with some degree of reception
impairment on VCR playback, satellite and/or Channel 5
itself, thus on average reducing people's expectations still
further.

As we approach the 21st century, we should expect any
system for delivering pictures and sound to the home to
give perfect or near perfect reception: this is the ideal that
manufacturers, installers, broadcasters and regulatory
bodies should be working towards. Admittedly the viewer
is often his own worst enemy - he'll buy the cheapest
possible satellite TV equipment and make do with a
hopelessly inadequate aerial installation. At this level it's
usually a waste of breath arguing, but at the broadcasting
regulation level standards should be going up all the time,
not down. In my opinion the plans for Channel 5 represent
a decline in broadcasting technical standards in the UK and
as such are much to be regretted.
Bill Wright, Wright's Aerials,
Rotherham, South Yorkshire.

GRUNDIG VS200
The suggested cure for a clock that cannot be reset in a
Grundig VS200 VCR (Service Bureau, February issue)
might be right - but a shorted memory battery is rather
more likely.
Philip Blundell, AMIEIE.,
Great Barr, Birmingham.

MICROWAVE OVENS
The article on a high -voltage tester for use with microwave
ovens (April issue) calls for comment. It's not true to say
that there's no point in having a hand in your pocket
"because the high voltage is earthed". This implies that
with one hand holding and adjusting the probe there's no
danger in contacting the chassis with the other hand. But
the potential difference exists between chassis and the
magnetron's cathode. A fault in the tester could place the
user straight across the low -impedance 4kV source. With

the oven not producing energy and the magnetron not
drawing current this could mean full whack for the
engineer - and possibly death.

Any experienced microwave oven engineer will confirm
that there's rarely need to measure the voltage in this
circuit. I feel that Ian Rees is thinking in terms of TV
practice, which won't do.

What is particularly alarming is the thought that DIY
enthusiasts could be encouraged to dabble in microwave
oven repairs without realising the very great dangers.
Jim Garrod,
Sandown, Isle of Wight.

NOT A SQUARIAL
There was an editorial amendment to my letter last month.
Unfortunately the "square-ish" Marconi dish aerial I
referred to was changed to a Squarial antenna, which is
quite different. It means that the references to a boom and
to declination will be confusing to anyone aligning a
Squarial which has no boom and is inclined not declined to
the vertical.
Colin McCormick,
Plymouth, Devon.

SAISHO CT142RX

Now come on Donald about this Saisho CT142RX you
dabbled with (April). Was that really the end of the story?
I've dealt with a lot of these sets and the first thing I check
when one comes in dead as you described is the avalanche
diode D508 (type SR -2M). If this is short-circuit and F501
and R501 have expired it's odds-on favourite that some
other component has also gone to meet its maker. You
might have been in luck, but if that was all you had to
replace it was an unusual situation. Every time I've tried
replacing this safety component the line output transform-
er has seen it off along with the fuse and the resistor.
Mark Thomason,
Stretford, Manchester.

Editorial note: Sorry, the faulty diode was D506, not D508,
but thanks for the tip.

SERVICING CHARGES
With reference to Mrs. Rabble's Toshiba VCR, Donald
Bullock's column last month, we're in the business to make
a good living: £15 for an immediate repair plus a load of
insults is far too cheap. Our price would be £20 for the
repair, £15 for the insults, as the VCR could soon be back
again. In comparison with many others this business is full
of stress and strain. To balance everything up we give
good, guaranteed service and charge well for it (no
freebys) unless under guarantee.
E.R. Webb, KTV Warehouse,
Camborne, Cornwall.

SERVICING VALVE RADIOS
I found Stanley Johnson's article (March) on restoring
valve radio receivers comprehensive and interesting.
Although relevant his reference to valve manufacturers'
data could be misleading as the figures they give are not
always typical operating conditions. One has to be careful
in interpreting such data. Nevertheless if you are going to
do a number of restorations a comprehensive valve manual
is of real use.
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